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Keynote 1: "The German Health care system - Health care reform and future trends in the German general practice setting," by Gisela Fischer

Keynote 2: "Research into Health Care for the Elderly in Germany. An application of the swiss army knife of functional assessment," by H. Sandholzer

Presentation 1: "COPC: an innovation research approach to developing services for older people in primary care," by Steve Iliffe from the United Kingdom.

Presentation 2: "Collecting the information about impaired ageing using a genogram in general practice," by Sanja Blazekovic-Milakovic from Croatia.

Presentation 3: "Daily Doctor' - The workload of family doctor and the old population (>65 years)," by Franco Del Zotti from Italy.

Presentation 4: "Insomnia and sleeping disorders in the elderly in general practice," by Gustav Kamenski from Austria.

Presentation 5: "Instruments in the diagnosis and management of dementia in general practice," by Jan De Lepeleire from Belgium.

Presentation 6: "Needs of family care givers of demented elderly people. Results from a questionnaire survey in the PRO DEM - project," by Anja Klingenberg from Germany.

Presentation 7: "Perceptions of the benefits and hazards of benzodiazepine hypnotic withdrawal in older longer term users, among general practitioners and older patients," by Steve Iliffe from the United Kingdom.
**Presentation 8**: "Drug related iatrogenesis as a cause for hospital admission in the elderly. How prevalent is it in primary care?" by Frances L. Cunningham from the United Kingdom.

**Presentation 9**: "Net-Audit on Myocardial Infarction+ulcer," by Artebani Adriano from Italy.

**Presentation 10**: "Is lowering blood cholesterol effective in primary prevention in the elderly? The FAME study carried out in general practice in five European countries," by Denis Pouchain from France.

**Presentation 11**: "Drug treatment of heart failure - Do nursing home residents deserve better?" by Sabine Ruths from Norway.

**Presentation 12**: "Cessation of long-term drug therapy among elderly patients in general practice - A prospective, multipractice study," by Jorund Straand from Norway.

**Presentation 13**: "Professional, son, middleman? Difficulties in defining the doctor's role," by Ottomar Bahrs from Germany.

**Presentation 14**: "It gets you inside: motivations for research in General Practice," by Ruth Bridgewater and Frances Griffiths from the United Kingdom.

**Presentation 15**: "Consultation length of different medical specialists working in primary health care settings in Ankara/Turkey," by Hakan Yaman from Turkey.

**Presentation 16**: "A randomised Open Controlled Trial of the Adjustable Skin Excision Template (ASET) in Primary Care Minor Surgery," by Niall Maguire from Ireland.


**Presentation 18**: "Collaborative research within the St Vincent declaration primary care diabetes group," by Leo Pas from Belgium.

**Presentation 19**: "Romanian civil medical society for primary health care (SMCRGP) - EGPRW pilot project," by Andrei Pandeli from Romania.

**Presentation 20**: "Intestinal parasitosis in children in General Practice," by Zaida Azeredo from Portugal.

**Presentation 21**: "International comparison of the approach to the care of the elderly in general practice," by Bernd Hemming from Germany.
Presentation 22: "Would the testing of personality types, group dynamics and management styles be useful in determining the primary care teams who might succeed in implementing educational initiatives in their practices?" by Joyce E. Kenkre from the United Kingdom

Presentation 23: "Using the DALY indicator in evaluation of the quality of life of the elderly," by Jozsef Gabanyi from Hungary

Presentation 24: "Epidemiological surveys of the general population in Ireland - the relative utilities of GP registers and the electoral register," by Martina Kelly from Ireland

Presentation 25: "Patient's involvement in interdisciplinary peer review groups," by Martina Nave-Ahmad from Germany

Presentation 26: "The treatment, by general practitioners, of the injuries caused to elderly people, due to falls," by Jean-Yves Chambonnet from France

Presentation 27: "A Pilot Study of Pulmonary Rehabilitation in General Practice," by Rupert Jones from the United Kingdom

Presentation 28: "Is education of the Primary Care Team a waste of time and money?" by Joyce E. Kenkre from the United Kingdom

Presentation 29: "Nursing homes and the functional status of their inhabitants in Flanders (Belgium): the right man on the right place?" by Herman Van Loon from Belgium

Presentation 30: Not presented

Presentation 31: "Prevalence of age-related disease in the over-80-year-olds. A presentation of a study at the Medizinische Hochschule Hannover, Germany, under the regulations of the Department of General Practice, University of Nottingham, England," by Annika Maria Mueller from Germany

Presentation 32: "Prevalence of hepatitis C in different primary care settings: the six Mediterranean Countries," by Christos Lionis from Crete

Presentation 33: "The self-traction method; a clinical evaluation of treatment on patients with cronical lower back pains," by Janez Švoljsak from Slovenia

Presentation 34: "Documentation of fertility problems in general practice," by Edith Ittner from Germany

Presentation 35: "Health Problems Among UN-Refugees At A Family Medical Center in Ankara/Turkey," by Hakan Yaman from Turkey
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